
Supplies Provided In Your Kit:  

Wood Glue

Acrylic Paint

Paint Brush

Tacks

Fish

Supplies You'll Need:

Marine Debris (you could use road litter if you're

desperate) - that way it won't end up in the ocean!!

Hammer (optional if using tacks) 

STEP 1: Collect and Clean Your Debris 
We washed and dried our debris before using. 

STEP 2: Put Your Name on the Fish!
Find the side of the fish with green tape.  Label with your full

name so you can get your fish back!!!  Use sharpie if you have it. 

STEP 3: Paint Your Fish & Let Dry
Face your fish with the dorsal fin up and the fish pointing to the left (holes at

top). This isn't critical, but it will make the display so they can swim together. 

It's okay to get creative and use your own paints if they're acrylic,  but

remember most of the paint will be covered up!  

STEP 4: Attach Marine Debris
You'll likely end up using both methods!  Trial and Error! 
Method 1: Using Wood Glue

When to use this method: with smaller pieces of plastic, and light weight bigger items as well. 

Apply wood glue to fish in small spot where your debris will go, in a somewhat thick layer.  Add the

marine debris and press down.  For bigger pieces, you can use binder clips as clamps!

Let dry without disturbing for 30 minutes - 1 hour.  The wood glue will dry clear. 



Method 2: Nail with tacks

When to use this method: with heavier pieces you don't think will

stay on with wood glue, but not good for brittle items. 

If you have to use tacks with larger pieces of brittle plastic, Bonnie

suggests you drill a hole in the debris first! 

Place your debris where you want it on the fish and gently hammer

down.  IF you have thicker pieces of debris you'll need longer nails! 

Method 3: Simply use the material to attach.

Some things are meant to just be attached! See the fish "glasses" below for an example. Be creative! 

LAST STEP: AGE YOUR FISH! 
 Use the photos below, and find the item on your fish that would have lasted the longest on the beach, and that's how old

your fish is.   For our older youth, add up the number of years for each item on your fish, and THAT's the age of the fish.  

 Write your fish's age on the back of the fish with 

your name.  

 Wonder who has the oldest fish?


